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Abstract: In recent years, traditional farming methods have been increasingly replaced by more
modern, intelligent farming techniques. This shift towards information and intelligence in farming is
becoming a trend. When they are bitten by dinoflagellates, cows display stress behaviors, including
tail wagging, head tossing, leg kicking, ear flapping, and skin fluttering. The study of cow protective
behavior can indirectly reveal the health status of cows and their living patterns under different envi-
ronmental conditions, allowing for the evaluation of the breeding environment and animal welfare
status. In this study, we generated key point feature marker information using the DeepLabCut target
detection algorithm and constructed the spatial relationship of cow feature marker points to detect
the cow’s protective behavior based on the change in key elements of the cow’s head swinging and
walking performance. The algorithm can detect the protective behavior of cows, with the detection
accuracy reaching the level of manual detection. The next step in the research focuses on analyzing
the differences in protective behaviors of cows in different environments, which can help in cow
breed selection. It is an important guide for diagnosing the health status of cows and improving milk
production in a practical setting.

Keywords: behavior recognition; target tracking; deep learning; protective behavior

1. Introduction

Large-scale dairy farming can improve the level of dairy production and ensure the
high-quality development of dairy farming and the milk industry. However, large-scale
farming also brings some problems, especially due to the excessive concentration of manure
and urine. Parasites and other microorganisms in manure multiply and breed a large num-
ber of harmful dinoflagellate insects. Dipteral infestation causes a significant increase in the
heart rate of cows. The feeding behavior of cows is disturbed, and they are unable to settle
and rest. Cows need to regulate the body’s immune system to fight the insect-borne infec-
tion. Long-term mental stress leads to the development of diseases that can be extremely
harmful to the cow’s weight and performance. When cows are bitten by dinoflagellates,
they exhibit stress behaviors, mainly tail wagging, head shaking, leg kicking, ear flapping,
skin fluttering, and other physical protective behavior. Protective behavior as a response
to external aggression produces instinctive behavioral expressions to protect the physical
body and maintain physiological constancy. The same cow behaves differently in different
environments, reflecting the suitability of the cow for different breeding environments. It is
difficult to detect these small dinoflagellate infestations directly, so it is valuable to detect
them indirectly through observing the cow’s protective behavior. By studying the protective
behavior of cows, we can indirectly determine their health status and their living patterns
under different survival conditions. This allows us to understand the psychological needs
of cows and make predictions about their behavior, enabling us to evaluate the breeding
environment and animal welfare status. The temperament of the individual dairy cow de-
termines its milk yield. Milk production also varies greatly between breeds and individuals.
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Cows express their emotional states through their behavior, including exhibiting signs of
depression, agitation, distress, etc. Significant individual differences exist in the protective
behavior of cows of different temperament types (e.g., docile, sensitive, neurotic, etc.) in
response to stress induced by insects in the same environment. This variation shows the
difference in the individual temperaments of cows. Therefore, the study of cow protective
behavior is an important basic effort for the evaluation of cow temperament types and the
analysis of differences in milk yield.

Most of the current research on cow protective behavior has been conducted by manual
observation to obtain basic data to make empirical judgments and conduct theoretical
analyses. There are many disadvantages to the manual observation method: high work
intensity, fatigue, subjectivity, low accuracy, and susceptibility to zoonotic diseases. The
observer is required to have a certain base knowledge of animal behavior. This over-
reliance on the manual acquisition of behavioral information has constrained the progress
of subsequent studies. Increasingly, research on animal behavior focuses on monitoring
animal feeding, behavioral posture, etc., with the help of technologies such as wearable
devices and sensor monitoring [1]. Sensor technology has improved the efficiency and
accuracy of obtaining behavioral information [2], but sensor-based detection methods can
only detect a single signal, and the equipment is costly and easily damaged. Sensors also
cause animal stress during the wearing process, affecting the mood of the cows. This touch
monitoring method impacts animal welfare.

Therefore, it is necessary to study a machine vision-based intelligent identification
method for cow protective behavior to achieve accurate and efficient stress-free and contact-
free detection to replace traditional observation and analysis and contact monitoring [3].
This project aims to investigate a markerless, quantitative, intelligent recognition method
for typical cow protective behavior (tail wagging, head tossing, ear flapping, and leg
kicking) based on machine vision technology to replace manual monitoring and accurately
detect protective behavior. This research project provides accurate basic data for dairy cow
behavior researchers and breeding experts, and it is an important fundamental work for
related research. Deep data mining helps to scientifically determine cow temperament
types and provides a basis for dairy farming environment assessment, which has important
social and economic value.

Some scholars have completed the recognition of key behaviors of the head and trunk
of cows [4], but there is still a great practical need for continued research regarding the
detailed recognition of cow protective behavior. The automatic recognition of animal behav-
iors with the help of machine vision technology can provide the basis for psychological and
physiological analysis and evaluation of animals [5]. Dairy cows usually live in outdoor or
semi-enclosed barns. Most of the research on the recognition of dairy cow behaviors has
been directed towards the detection of motion targets [6]. Simona et al. proposed the use of
the Viola–Jones algorithm for the recognition of the lying posture of cows using multiple
cameras [7]. Poursaberi et al. used the automatic matching circle arc of back posture to
determine the lame cow target based on curvature [8]. However, the detection of motion
targets regarding cow protective behavior in dynamic backgrounds is still a challenging
topic due to the global motion of the background [9], the illumination variation of the
background, background noise, scale variation of the target, and obscuration [10].

Deep learning neural networks have profoundly influenced many areas of artificial
intelligence [11], especially the very challenging image recognition tasks [12,13]. The
human behavior detection technology based on machine vision technology has made great
progress, and more and more valuable research results have emerged. These research results
provide a reference solution for the implementation of this study. We can learn from the
current development of excellent algorithms for use in the field of human pose estimation.
Some excellent algorithms can also be applied to cow protective behavior detection. We
believe that an effective way to achieve complex protective behavior recognition is to fuse
apparent features, such as shape, texture, and color, with multiple features, such as the
motion features of optical flow, velocity, and motion trajectory, as well as depth information.
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There are many excellent algorithms availavle, including DeeperCut [14], ArtTrack [15],
DeepPose [16], etc., which are effective in human pose tracking, but these methods do not
study the behavioral characteristics of animals deeply enough and are not well applied in
animal behavior detection [17]. Some scholars have made preliminary attempts to use the
DeepLabCut technique in the behavior detection of rats and insects [18]. DeepLabCut is a
novel deep learning algorithm developed by a team at Harvard University that can track
animal movements, as well as behaviors, with artificial levels of accuracy and without the
use of tracking markers or time-consuming manual analysis [19]. Wei Zhan et al. developed
an algorithm based on the optimized DeepLabCut algorithm that can automatically track
the pest trajectory of key points and accurately identify their behaviors [20]. Alan Wrench
et al. used the DeepLabCut algorithm to study articulatory sites, which is found to provide
unique kinematic data for the tongue, hyoid bone, jaw, and lips [21]. In this paper, we will
investigate a behavior recognition algorithm based on the DeepLabCut target detection
algorithm that monitors changes in the location of key parts of cows to identify head
swinging, walking, and other protective behaviors of cows.

2. Materials and Methods

A 2.5 m (m) × 2.5 m (m) individual barn is built outdoors. The number of insects
inside the barn is regulated by controlling the state of the outer screen enclosure to achieve
different environmental conditions, including a human-controlled environment and a
natural environment, respectively. The video data are collected under natural lighting
conditions. The video images of healthy breeding Holstein cows are captured using high-
definition cameras. We photographed one cow at a time, trying to avoid shading while
recording information about the environment.

Considering that the protective behaviors are related to detailed head, tail, and leg
action, the shooting distance is within 3 m, and the shooting height is fixed. Combed with
the local temperature conditions, the experimental time is set to May-October. There-
fore, this experiment is intended to collect video images of cows during the time of
11:00–14:00. The processor selected for the training experiment equipment is Intel i9-9900k
CPU 3.6 GHz, memory 32 GBRAM, and graphics card NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti with
11 GB video memory.

In this paper, a DeepLabCut-based deep learning method is used to localize the
detailed elements of cow protective behavior, without markers. Converting the target
area in which the cow protective behavior occurs to the detection and tracking of a small
number of feature points can significantly reduce the computational complexity of the
tracking algorithm. First, a certain number of key video sample frames showing cow
protective behavior are extracted from the captured video images. As shown in Figure 1,
key feature points, such as the head, mouth, left ear, right ear, tail, and front and back
limbs are manually marked for establishing the training sample dataset. Secondly, the
effectiveness of deep learning convolutional network models for extracting target features
of cow protective behavior is analyzed by comparative experiments. Finally, we use the
DeepLabCut deep learning technique to construct a feature key point detection model for
body protection behavior. After learning the manually labeled key feature point information
in the training sample set, the pre-labeling of new test samples is no longer required. Deep
convolutional networks directly predict the probability of key points of each body part in
video pixels. That is, the coordinates of key feature points within each video image frame
can be accurately located.
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located at a particular location. To fine-tune the network for a specific task, its weights are 
trained on labeled data, which consist of frames and body part locations, with markers. 
Using the graphical interface of the DeepLabCut tool, the training video images are ac-
quired frame by frame, and the segmented images are labeled. We divide the labeled im-
ages into training and validation sets in the ratio of 90:10. The weights are adjusted in an 
iterative manner during training. The network model assigns high probabilities to the la-
beled body part locations and low probabilities to other locations. 

The method overcomes the effects of complex background changes, illumination in-
terference, and camera shake on the deep network recognition model. This enables the 
automated detection and tracking of non-continuous moving feature points in regions 
such as the head, ears, legs, and tail. The distinguishing characteristics of various protec-
tive behaviors can be derived by analyzing the correlation and specificity of cow protec-
tive behavior. Combined with its transient and displacement mutability, the method can 
achieve the continuous detection and tracking of feature points on a large spatial scale to 
obtain information on the motion trajectories of key feature points of cow protective be-
havior in the spatiotemporal domain. Using continuous motion signal information from 
different feature points in the space–time domain, we can better identify the characteris-
tics of protective behavior in the time dimension. Thus, the automatic classification and 
recognition of the protective behavior of dairy cows can be achieved. 

Figure 1. Feature points of key areas of protective behavior in dairy cows. Different colors were used
to mark different characteristic points, including the head, limbs, and tail. These body parts are the
key points regarding the cow’s protective behavior.

As shown in Figure 2, DeepLabCut is a deep convolutional network. It combines two
key components: a pre-trained ResNet and a deconvolutional layer. The network consists of
a variant of ResNet, whose weights are pre-trained on ImageNet. The deconvolution layer
is used to sample the visual information and generate a spatial probability density. The
probability density for a tracking target represents the markers at which the target is located
at a particular location. To fine-tune the network for a specific task, its weights are trained
on labeled data, which consist of frames and body part locations, with markers. Using the
graphical interface of the DeepLabCut tool, the training video images are acquired frame by
frame, and the segmented images are labeled. We divide the labeled images into training
and validation sets in the ratio of 90:10. The weights are adjusted in an iterative manner
during training. The network model assigns high probabilities to the labeled body part
locations and low probabilities to other locations.
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Figure 2. DeepLabCut flow and training architecture of the deep neural network (DNN). (a) Training:
extract image key frames with different pose features of cow protective behavior. (b) Mark the body
parts manually using different colors. Select the cow’s head, legs, and tail as the features of interest.
(c) A deep neural network architecture is trained to predict the body part location based on the
corresponding image to predict the probability of a body part being in a specific pixel. (d) The trained
network can be used to extract the location of the body parts corresponding to the cow’s protective
behavior from the video.
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The method overcomes the effects of complex background changes, illumination
interference, and camera shake on the deep network recognition model. This enables the
automated detection and tracking of non-continuous moving feature points in regions such
as the head, ears, legs, and tail. The distinguishing characteristics of various protective
behaviors can be derived by analyzing the correlation and specificity of cow protective
behavior. Combined with its transient and displacement mutability, the method can achieve
the continuous detection and tracking of feature points on a large spatial scale to obtain
information on the motion trajectories of key feature points of cow protective behavior in the
spatiotemporal domain. Using continuous motion signal information from different feature
points in the space–time domain, we can better identify the characteristics of protective
behavior in the time dimension. Thus, the automatic classification and recognition of the
protective behavior of dairy cows can be achieved.

3. Results

Cow protective behaviors are characterized by short duration and high randomness.
Causing the deep learning algorithm to automatically find the feature points of the body-
protective behavior in the image is the key to recognizing the cow’s behaviors. In this
paper, a DeepLabCut-based deep learning approach is used to markerlessly localize cow
protective behavior feature points. This extraction technique learns information about the
critical feature targets. Using the residual convolutional network, the pixel features in the
image sequence can be extracted to predict the position in the next frame. This method
can effectively detect and identify the key point location information of the protective
behavior so that the motion trajectory information of the target between adjacent frames
can be calculated.

In this paper, we propose to precisely manually mark the feature points of key frames
because human vision can intuitively discover the points of interest of the protective
behavior. By learning and tracking these feature points through deep neural networks,
the protective behavior actions can be quickly tracked; thus, the method eliminates the
complexity of using image-processing algorithms to segment and identify body parts.
Protective behavior is transient, and this type of behavior disappears quickly after it occurs.
The method of real-time tracking using feature points does not lose the target.

An important feature of DeepLabCut is that it can accurately transform large videos
into semantically meaningful low-dimensional time series data because we marked the
feature points in our experiments. This means that we pre-selected the parts that are likely
to provide the most information about the studied behavior. Compared to high-dimensional
video, this low-dimensional time-series data is also well suited for behavioral analysis due
to its ease of computational processing. The mainstream algorithms still focus on analyzing
the data frame by frame, but this does not fully utilize the information in the temporal
dimension to identify cow protective behavior. However, if we want to analyze long-term
dimensional data, it inevitably brings dimensional disaster. Therefore, the low-dimensional
time series data obtained by using feature point tracking can be used to better identify cow
protective behavior. If the hardware device cannot meet the real-time requirement, we can
also improve the performance by extracting the prediction data across frames at a certain
time steps. This idea is to reduce the reliance on hardware at the expense of accuracy. The
optimization of the model can be continued after the first training of the model. First, the
predicted frames that are incorrectly identified are extracted. The incorrectly detected key
points are manually moved to the correct position. Then, the above process is repeated
to obtain a more accurate training model. We obtained videos of cow key feature point
tracking trajectories by using the trained model to recognize new videos, without markers.

After accurately detecting the location information of key points, the speed and
direction of motion of key feature points of each image in the video sequence can be
analyzed. However, due to the difference in motion speed, the scale of moving displacement
of the characteristic points of different body-protective behavior is very different. Therefore,
when the perceptual field is smaller than the moving displacement, the target will likely
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be lost. Tracking can be performed on a large spatial scale using pyramidal feature fusion
techniques. The tracking accuracy is continuously improved by progressively correcting
the previously assumed motion position along the pyramid towards the lower levels.

Since cow protective behavior is made up of a continuous set of action signals in the
time domain, each action has a back-and-forth causal relationship in both the time and
spatial domains. The length of time of each action is also uncertain. This information
reflects the extent to which the actions of cow protective behaviors change over time. Using
only the location information would lose the characteristic information in its temporal
dimension. Based on this feature, the spatiotemporal domain motion trajectories of different
body parts can be captured to analyze characteristics of cow protective behavior, as shown
in Figure 3. The temporal and spatial continuity of protective behavioral movements is
exploited. Multiple features, such as apparent characteristics, motion characteristics, and
location information of the cows are fused (see Figure 4). Different protective behaviors can
be effectively classified and identified. Head wagging can be determined by the amount of
change in the angle between the horizontal line and the line connecting the key points of
the mouth and the head. The kicking behavior can be determined based on the amount of
change in the angle between the key points of the four legs. The tail waving behavior can
be determined based on the amount of change in the angle between the horizontal line and
the line connecting the key points of the rump and tail.
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Figure 4. Spatial and temporal distribution characteristics of multi-characteristic points of dairy cow
protective behavior. The spatial distribution of the feature points of different poses retains morpho-
logical characteristics during the movement. Thus, by using the information of the distributions of
these feature points in space, their behavior categories can be identified more precisely.

The experimental results show that the model based on the DeepLabCut algorithm
can accurately detect and track the target with very few data and training sets, as shown
in Figure 5. By comparing the results of the behavior detection algorithm with those of
manual detection, the detection accuracy of the algorithm reaches the level of manual
detection. Compared with existing cow behavior recognition algorithms, this algorithm
has the advantage of small training data and low resource consumption.
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Figure 5. Tracking results of key cow body parts in different postures: (a) cows walking; (b) dairy
cows standing. Cow protective behavior is correlated with the posture of their own movements.
The protective behavior in different postures also affects the tracking of the feature points. Distin-
guishing between normal movement behavior and protective behavior requires using the transient
characteristics of protective behavior for identification.

4. Discussion

Animal behavior recognition based on machine vision is a cross-disciplinary technical
problem that integrates machine vision, pattern recognition, animal behavior science, and
video analysis. Automatic recognition of animal behavior with the help of machine vision
technology can provide the basis for the psychological and physiological analyses of ani-
mals. Dairy cows usually move in outdoor or semi-enclosed barns. Research on animal
information and normal behavior recognition based on machine vision has achieved a vari-
ety of accurate and efficient recognition methods. However, most of the existing research
on the recognition of cow behavior based on machine vision is focused on the detection of
motion targets. All are examples of scene level behavior detection and recognition (e.g.,
multi-camera-based behavior detection of cows on the automatic milking system platform,
different behavior detection of cow walking trajectory and distance, body size, standing or
lying down, feeding, etc.).

Most of the research on cow protective behavior has been achieved by manual obser-
vation methods, and there is a lack of research on automatic detection of the movement
targets. Although research on animal information and normal behavior recognition based
on machine vision has achieved a variety of accurate and efficient recognition methods,
the existing algorithms for behavior recognition based on machine vision focus on the
physical parameters and normal behaviors of domestic animals such as pigs and cattle.
In addition, the existing research requires a high video acquisition environment, which is
difficult to adapt to the complex farm environment and still has a long way to go before
it can be widely used in the farming industry. At the same time, due to the sudden and
transient characteristics of cow protective behavior, there is still much room for progress in
the research of detection algorithms.

The detailed elements (the tail, head, ears and legs in motion) of the cow’s protective
behavior are targeted in the foreground, while the cow’s body, fences, and screens are in the
background. The black and white body areas of the cows are very similar in color pattern to
areas such as the tail, head, and legs, and it is easy to mistakenly process foreground targets
as background images. The foreground target detection is difficult. The behavioral areas
of the cow’s body protection system are non-rigid structures. The shape and posture are
prone to change. Due to the large deformation of different parts of the motion posture, such
as standing and lying down, this also brings difficulties to the detection and localization
of targets in the detail areas regarding protective behavior. First, the tail swinging, head
flinging, ear flapping, leg kicking, and other protective behaviors have the characteristics of
short, unpredictable, transient, and sudden movement times. The relative moving distance
of the body-protective behavior is large and fast, and it is difficult to track continuously.
Secondly, the cow’s body will shake while the cow is moving, which will interfere with the
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identification of protective behavior. Thirdly, when the cow moves normally, the details of
the protective behavior will also move with the body. It is difficult for the existing methods
to effectively distinguish the features of protective behavior from the normal movement
of the cow’s body, and thus, it is impossible to track and detect protective behavior in a
targeted manner. Therefore, detecting cow protective behavior in a dynamic background is
a difficult problem.

Cow protective behavior is a behavioral response to the external environment. The spa-
tial and temporal characteristics, such as intensity and frequency, can reflect the superiority
or inferiority of the cow-breeding environment and the significant differences between the
different temperaments of cows. Although machine vision and machine learning methods
have been deeply involved in various studies of animal behavior, the research on cow
protective behavior recognition based on machine vision is still in the initial stages. The
existing methods cannot further quantify and count the intensity, frequency and change
trend of cow protective behavior based on automatic recognition, and cannot completely
replace manual work.

The head, ears, tail, and legs are the key areas tracked in this project. Detailed
parts of dairy cow protective behavior are non-rigid targets. With sudden and transient
characteristics, as each behavior occurs irregularly, the direction and speed of movement
will often change suddenly. The scale and shape of these detailed parts change accordingly
to the cow’s body movement at different viewpoints. The continuous detection and tracking
of key feature points in non-continuously moving cow detail areas, without expert pre-
marking, is a critical problem that needs to be addressed. This project investigates the
mechanism of a new deep learning network model to recognize the image features of
detailed parts of cow protective behavior, optimizing the network model structure by
using a deep residual separable convolution technique to improve detection accuracy while
reducing the number of model parameters. An improved DeepLabCut deep learning
model is used to detect and identify key feature points of cow protective behavior in
videos. The focus of this project is on how to understand motion trajectories of the detected
feature point as a certain protective behavior. Considering the continuity of cow protective
actions in the spatial and temporal domains, the fusion technique of pyramid features
is used to extract information such as the body features and motion trajectory of cow
protective actions occurring at different time points in the video. We use neural network
techniques to capture dynamic information in the time-serialized data of actions to achieve
the recognition of cow protective behavior.

The next step of the study will focus on analyzing the differences in cow protective
behavior in different environments. We will collect data in different natural and human-
controlled environments, including indicators of spatial and temporal variability, such as
intensity, frequency, and change trends. According to the results of recognition based on
machine vision, we will perform data mining and machine learning analysis on the collected
sample data. Combining the results with the expert experience, we will build a quantitative
model of spatiotemporal variation in cow protective behavior characteristic indicators.

5. Conclusions

This paper breaks through the existing detection methods of animal behavior recogni-
tion that mainly takes the outline of animal shape as the starting point of the research. This
study takes the feature points of key areas as the detection target and uses the DeepLabCut
model to extract the information for cow feature parts. It not only overcomes the problem
of difficult foreground target segmentation, but also excludes interference such as cow body
shaking and background changes. The number of feature points to be tracked is greatly
reduced, and the computational complexity of the algorithm is decreased. The detection
accuracy of the algorithm reaches the level of manual detection. By analyzing the position
changes of the key cow features, it can realize the automatic classification and recognition
of cow protective behavior.
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Our current work is a preliminary study aimed at solving this important and prac-
tical problem in stock farming, which can also be extended to other livestock, such as
sheep, horses, etc. Technically speaking, beyond tracking and key point-based pose es-
timation, there are some potentially interesting settings calling for further research, i.e.,
an image/video based retrieval system to conveniently access the video clip of interest
for specific behaviors [22]. The retrieval can go beyond raw visual data and leverage a
graph-based, more structured search by using matching techniques, either by pairwise
matching [23] or multiple instance matching [24]. The data could also be used to analyze
the behavior as an event in the recorded video, and the event sequence over time can be
analyzed as a whole for a better understanding at both the individual animal level and the
group level. This can be essentially related to the temporal point process [25], which can
further incorporate neural networks for learning [26], with wide applications. We leave
these research directions for future work.
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